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The geometry of particles has an influence on the physical and chemical actions occurring on the particle surface within the technological processes. This illustrates the important of the exact geometrical evaluation of the particles by means of quantified particle parameters. These parameters can be used to differentiate between different materials or to correlate them with the different processes. The essential characteristics of the distinction of particles are size, shape and surface roughness.

Generally, particle shape and surface roughness can be considered as important parameters in the prediction of the behavior of particles individually or collectively. These parameters are of great importance to industries employing various materials in a powder form. These industries include many of the raw materials in civil and chemical engineering, pharmaceutical, mining industries, pigments, metals, ceramics, pills, foods, and industries interested with population of atmospheric dusts, smoke and grit. These parameters have not been currently reviewed satisfactory in the mineral processing field. Therefore, this review research is concerned with the different methods used to identify the particle shape and surface roughness and also to relate these parameters with the behavior of some mineral processing operations, especially comminution and flotation processes.

The surface roughness of mineral particles has influenced the fundamental processes of particle-bubble attachment and the other sub-processes in froth flotation. The contact angle is dependent on the surface roughness. The modification of the wettability due to surface roughness can be greatly enhanced in the fractal surface; that is the fractal surface will be superrepellent/superwettable to a liquid when the contact angle is greater/less than 90°. Correlations were found between the shape properties, surface roughness values and wettability.

The dry grinding has produced relatively rough particle surfaces with a high concentration of microstructural defects while the wet grinding produced smoother cleaner surfaces. The dry ground samples exhibited more stable, higher loaded froths and faster flotation kinetics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In addition to process variables, the processing of powder depends to a large extent on the materials (purity, structure, density, etc.), bulk properties, and the morphological characteristics (size, shape, texture, etc.). Materials characteristics are well understood and almost completely known since chemistry and physics of the material are highly developed areas but the same is not the case with the morphological characteristics. It is an underdeveloped and underexplored area, and unequivocal and unambiguous definitions of some of the morphological characteristics like particle shape, size, and surface roughness on which the bulk properties are strongly depended are yet to be evolved [1].

The geometry of particles has a pronounced influence on the physical and chemical actions occurring on the particle surface during the technological processes. This illustrates the importance of the exact geometrical evaluation of the particles by means of quantified particle parameters. These parameters can be used to differentiate between different materials or to correlate them with the different processes. The essential characteristics of the distinction of particles are size, shape and surface roughness [2]. Particle shape is being recognized as an important parameter in the prediction of the behavior of particles and powders influencing the manner in which they break, react, sinter, float, agglomerate and fluidize [3]. The distribution of particle sizes and shapes are of great importance to industries employing various materials in a
powder form [4]. These include many of the raw materials in civil and chemical engineering, pharmaceutical, mining industries, pigments, metals, ceramics, pills, foods, and industries interested with population of atmospheric dusts, smoke and grit [5].

The first procedure developed, for qualitatively describing the shape of a fine particle, was carried out by measuring simple linear parameters such as the length, breadth and width. The ratios of these dimensions were then used as coefficients to describe the shape dependent property [6]. The methods used to assess the particle characteristics range from very simple (commonly used approaches) such as the determination of aspect ratio, elongation ratio or circularity to very modern methods such as the use of Fourier analysis, delta analysis and fractal geometry [1,7-8]. The development of automated microscope techniques linked to computer data-processing systems (image analysis techniques) has facilitated the possibility of using the methods of specifying the shape or surface roughness of a profile by mathematical procedures [8]. Development of these methods may give a way to optimize the mineral processing flow sheets not only on the basis of particle size distribution but also by the influence of combining the particle fractal properties [9].

Particle shape and surface roughness are considered as two of many factors which influence flotation particularly, and which may be less important than particle hydrophobicity and particle size.

Interaction between a solid particle and a gas-liquid interface controls the efficiency of the flotation process and has been considered in detail [17,47]. The bubble-particle interaction involves many stages, which are commonly referred to as the before-contact and after-contact interactions [10]. The before-contact bubble-particle interaction is strongly affected by the long-range hydrodynamics when the bubble and the particle are far from each other whereas is controlled by interfacial physics e.g. interfacial dynamics, capillarity and colloidal interaction if they are close enough.

The particle shape has a significant influence on flotation effectiveness. Many researchers have studied this relation qualitatively [11-15]. Few researchers have studied the effect of the surface roughness on the flotation process [9,16-20]. The surface roughness of mineral particles has long been known to influence the fundamental processes of particle-bubble attachment and the other sub-processes in froth flotation.

Ahmed, M.M. [18-21] has illustrated an approach to study the quantitative effect of the surface roughness and shape of particles on the detachment process of particles from the air-liquid-interface by means of a centrifuge technique and also on their floatability (under ideal conditions) using a modified Hallimond tube. It can be concluded that the roughness of the solid surface has a decisive influence on the flotation effectiveness [9]. It can be decided that the higher the surface roughness, the stronger is the detachment force required to separate the particle from the bubble and hence a higher flotation recovery is obtained [18-19].

In froth flotation, the probability of flotation and hence rate of flotation is directly determined by three micro-processes: collision, adhesion and detachment [22]. To obtain an improved understanding of the complete flotation process, it is necessary to analysis these three micro-processes quantitatively. The ease with which the
particles can be attached to the bubble and the strength of detachment are considered very important when the effectiveness of a flotation process is studied.

The differences in the values of detachment forces and subsequently flotation effectiveness were markedly clear at the different degrees of hydrophobicity for the same surface roughness. In addition, the differences in the values of detachment forces increased with increasing of the surface roughness. While at the lowest roughness, the difference in the value of detachment force between the lowest and height hydrophobicity does not exceed $1.5 \times 10^{-5}$ N, it was found that this difference reached to $7.1 \times 10^{-5}$ N at the highest roughness. This behavior may be attributed to the chemical effects caused by adsorption of the silane films on the surfaces having different roughness. A surface with a lower roughness has a smaller surface area in compared with the surface of higher roughness and therefore it reaches a maximum surface coverage at a lower methylation time (lower contact angle) [18-19].

The effect of dry and wet grinding on the flotation of complex sulfide ores has been investigated [23]. The dry ground samples had relatively rough particle surfaces with a high concentration of microstructural defects while the wet ground samples had smoother cleaner surfaces. The dry ground samples exhibited more stable, higher loaded froths and faster flotation kinetics owing to the activated particle surfaces. Moreover, by combining dry and wet grinding the kinetics, as well as, the final grades and recoveries of the sulfides could be improved. In the flotation of sand the dry ground sand showed significantly faster flotation kinetics and a slightly higher flotation yield than the wet ground sand. This demonstrates that dry milling could improve flotation kinetics owing to the higher energy adsorbed in the particles.

In predicting the behavior of particles individually or collectively, particles shape and surface roughness are considered important parameters. These parameters have not been currently reviewed in the mineral processing operations satisfactory. Therefore, this review article is dominated by the different methods used to identify the particle shape and surface roughness and also to relate these parameters with the behavior of some mineral processing operations, particularly comminution and flotation processes.

2. METHODS OF IDENTIFYING THE SHAPE AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF PARTICLES

Particle shape is one of the most difficult problems and there is no general shape factor available which clearly differentiates between all possible kinds of shape [7]. The development of the automated microscope techniques linked to computer data-processing systems (image analysis techniques) has facilitated the possibility of using the methods of specifying the shape or surface roughness of a particle profile by mathematical procedures [8]. In this case, a three dimensional particle is projected in a plane to obtain two-dimensional closed curve which is taken to describe the particle shape. The methods used to assess the particle shape and surface roughness range from very simple (commonly used approaches) such as the determination of aspect ratio, elongation ratio or circularity to very modern methods such as the use of Fourier analysis, delta analysis and fractal geometry [1,7-8]. These methods are reviewed in the following sections:
2.1. Verbal Description

This is the simplest method used for characterizing the particle shape. Words like spherical, disc, blade, rod, granular, rounded, angular, isometric, irregular, nodular, crystalline, oblong, acicular, fibrous, dendritic and flaky have been used to classify the particles into different shape groups. Although this identification corresponds well with the human ideas and his imagination, it is however quite subjective [1,24]. In many industries, an old system of separating particles based on their shapes is a vibrating table. In this device flat, elongated or needle like particles may be separated from rounded particles by flowing the particles over a titled table. The eccentric vibrating motion of the table drives all particles laterally along the table, however, rounded particles roll down the inclined side of the table at right angles to the motion of the flat particles. Parallel grooves in the table may be used to keep acicular particles from rolling while the rounded chunky particles do roll [8].

2.2. Mathematical Assessment of Shape and Surface Roughness of a Particle

2.2.1. Shape factors

- Flatness ratio and elongation ratio [1,25]:

\[ \text{Flatness ratio} = \frac{\text{breadth (B)}}{\text{thickness (T)}} \quad \ldots (1) \]

\[ \text{Elongation ratio} = \frac{\text{length (L)}}{\text{breadth (B)}} \quad \ldots (2) \]

- Circularity [1]:

\[ \text{Circularity} = \frac{\text{circumference of a circle of the same area as the particle}}{\text{circumference of the particle}} \quad \ldots (3) \]

- Factor of circularity (FK) [26]:

\[ \text{FK} = \frac{D \cdot A}{D_{(F_{\text{max}})}} \quad \ldots (4) \]

Feret’s diameter, \( D_{(F_{\text{max}})} \) is defined as the maximum static length of particle projection derived from the co-ordinates of the projected area in one specified direction of measurement.

Factor of circularity characterizes the deviation from the circular shape. It has a value of 1.0 for the spherical particles and its value is less than 1.0 for the other particle shapes.

- Sphericity [1]:

\[ \text{Sphericity} = \frac{\text{surface area of a sphere of the same volume as the particle}}{\text{actual surface area of the particle}} \quad \ldots (5) \]
Circularity and sphericity are measures of the degree to which the shape of a particle approaches to a circle and a sphere, respectively.

- **External compactness** [27]:

  \[
  \text{External compactness} = \left( \frac{\text{diameter of a circle of equal area}}{\text{diameter of embracing circle}} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{D_A}{D_{Em}} \right)^2 \quad \text{.....(6)}
  \]

- **Chunkiness** [27-28]:

  \[
  \text{Chunkiness} = \frac{B_m}{L_m} \quad \text{.....(7)}
  \]

- **Aspect ratio** [28]:

  \[
  \text{Aspect ratio} = \frac{L_m}{B_m} \quad \text{.....(8)}
  \]

### 2.2.2. Surface roughness factors

- **Roundness** [1]:

  \[
  \text{Roundness} = \frac{p}{R} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{cor}} \frac{R_i/n}{R} \quad \text{.....(9)}
  \]

- **Angularity** [1]:

  \[
  \text{Angularity} = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=1}^{n_{cor}} (180 - \beta_{ij}) \cdot g_{ij} \cdot r_i \quad \text{.....(10)}
  \]

- **Jaggedness** [25]:

  \[
  \text{Jaggedness} = \frac{180}{\sum_{i=1}^{180} \left( 1 - \frac{D_i}{R_{avg}} \right)} \quad \text{.....(11)}
  \]

- **Factor of concavity (CONC)** [29]:

  \[
  \text{CONC} = \left[ \frac{2(DX + DY) + DP + DM + 8}{2 \cdot n_{edg} - n_{cor}} \right] - 1 \quad \text{.....(12)}
  \]

  This measure has a zero value for the convex particles and increases with increasing fracturing.

- **Factor of convexity (FO)** [24]:

  \[
  \text{FO} = \frac{\text{LENG}}{\text{LCNV}} \quad \text{.....(13)}
  \]
2.3. Fractal Geometry

In recent years, there has been a very rapid development of two innovative procedures for determining the shape and surface roughness of fine particles profiles. These are Fourier analysis and the fractal geometry [28]. Fractal geometry was introduced to the scientific community by Mandelbrot in 1977 [20]. He illustrated how natural or real physical boundaries, which cannot be adequately described by traditional or Euclidean geometry, can be described using fractal geometry. Fractal geometry can be applied for characterization of the real physical boundaries which have no tangent, i.e. curves that exhibit no differential functions [31]. Fractal dimension is an interesting feature proposed recently to characterize the surface roughness and self-similarity in a picture [6]. The practical significance of the fractal dimension is many times more than the other measures, i.e. it can be quantified through a range of measuring scales and is expressed with a simple scalar number. It is practically well suited to describe the highly re-entrant particles, which have sharp corners and indentations [32].

The basic methodology by which the fractal dimension of a projected profile can be determined is to measure the perimeter many times with different scales of measurements, i.e. at a series of step lengths or resolutions. Smooth particles have a constant perimeter while rough particles have increasing perimeter length with decreasing step length [8]. Particles, which display fractal behavior, observe the following exponential relationship [6,8,31,33-36]:

\[ L(r) = c.r^{(1-F)} \]  

With large step lengths, the particle is modeled as a polygon with just a few sides of equal lengths and with small step lengths, the particle is modeled as a polygon with several hundred sides of equal lengths. Decreasing the step length results in an increase in the length of the estimated perimeter.

Eq. 14 can be rewritten as follows:

\[ \log[L(r)] = (1-F) \log[r] + \log[C] \]  

By plotting \( \log[L(r)] \) against \( \log[r] \), the fractal dimension \( (F) \) can be obtained from the absolute slope \((1 - F)\) of the best-fitting line of data in the plot. Such graph is known as a Richardson plot as illustrated in Fig. 1 where \(1.0 \leq F \leq 2.0\). The fractal dimension value equal to 1.0 is related to an Euclidean profile while the Brownian movement will approximate to a fractal dimension value equal to 2.0. Large slopes on the Richardson-graph correspond to a strong fracturing and an irregularity surface. It is usual to normalize the step length and the corresponding estimated perimeter to the Feret’s diameter of the particle as shown in Fig. 2.

For natural systems, several dimensions can arise at various step lengths. Usually for mineral fragments, two linear portions with two different slopes are observed on the Richardson plot through the step length range used which illustrates different irregularities at different step lengths (different resolutions) as shown in Fig. 3. The region at the smaller step lengths is known as the textural (surface roughness) region while the structural (shape) region is at the coarser step lengths representing the gross boundary of the particle [31-34,37-38]. A sharp "break point" between the
structure and the texture is significant where it is suggested a rapid transition from one fractal domain to the other. In many cases there is a gradual transition.

![Graph of Fractal Dimension](image1)

**Fig. 1:** A logarithmic Richardson plot of a particle profile [after 6,8,31,33-36]

![Particle Profile](image2)

**Fig. 2:** A particle profile with a maximum step length of 0.3 of Feret’s diameter [after 6,8,31,33-36]

Kaye [39] and Birdi [40] also proved the above result in their investigations on carbon-black agglomerates. They decided that the shape of the particles is described by the structural fractal dimension and the surface roughness by the textural fractal dimension. A sharp "break point" between the structure and the texture is significant where it is suggested a rapid transition from one fractal domain to the other. In many cases there is a gradual transition.
Graf [32] concluded that the range, number and dimension of fractal elements in a fine particle depend not only on the geometry of the particle but also on the resolution limits (step lengths) of the investigator. He listed four recommendations to remedy the problem of scale sensitivity:

1. Scales of Richardson diagrams must be made by using both the absolute and Feret-normalized measures. Absolute scales are useful because the particle geometry can be linked to the physical processes.

2. Select a constituent upper bound as the maximum step length. When very large step lengths are used, changes in the perimeter reflect the trends of simple polygons rather than the geometry of particle [41].

3. Use the largest possible resolution. Poor resolution, which results from the poor imaging or video limitations, can mask potentially important textural elements.

4. Make interpretations with the help of physical models and physical processes.

Various image analysis techniques have emerged over the last two decades. In these techniques, the three dimensions of the particle (or its projection in two-dimensional direction) are actually measured [4]. Disadvantages of the two-dimensional image analysis technique is that it gives no indication of the three dimensional geometry of the particle, where the technology is not generally available for three-dimensional digitization of the particle surfaces [36]. In earlier publications dealing with the fractal structure of fine particle boundaries, the experimental work was carried out manually. This was time consuming and the amount of investigative work, which could be undertaken in a given context, was limited [38]. But now several computer aided image analysis procedures have been reported. The most popular methods of determination the fractal dimension are structured walk technique, equipaced polygon technique, dilatation logic technique, the mosaic amalgamation technique and the line scans triangulation technique [3,38,41-44].
2.4. Fourier Analysis

One of the most popular methods for shape analysis is Fourier analysis which describes a given shape profile using Fourier coefficients [45]. In Fourier analysis, firstly a reference point at the center of profile is chosen. It is preferred to choose the centroid of the profile treated as a useful reference point. One then chooses a point on the periphery of the profile as the starting point for an exploration of the profile with a rotating vector. The maximum distance is then used as a normalizing factor to summarize the magnitude of the vector as it moves around the periphery of the profile with a uniform angular velocity to generate what looks like a waveform [46].

Two main procedures based on the Fourier analysis of a profile may be applied to the morphologic characterization of a particle [1]. The first method is based on Fixed Angular Boundary Sampling (FABS) [47] and the second is based on Fixed Boundary Segment Sampling (FBSS) [48].

3. APPLICATION OF ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY IN THE MEASUREMENT OF PARTICLE-BUBBLE INTERACTION AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS

The atomic force microscopy (AFM) was first described in 1986 by Binnig and colleagues as a new technique for imaging the topology of surfaces to a high resolution [49]. Since then, AFM has enjoyed an increasingly ubiquitous role in the study of surface science, both as an imaging and surface characterization technique, and also as a mean of probing interactions and properties of single biomolecules by the application of force to these systems. AFM has a number of advantages over electron microscopy techniques, primarily the ability to make measurements in a fluid environment, as well as, the capability to directly measure interaction forces between surfaces [50]. It follows that an understanding of the nature and strength of the interactions between colloidal particles suspended in solution and air bubbles is of fundamental importance for developing new ways of increasing flotation efficiency and modulating specificity. Atomic force microscopy is one technique which is able to quantitatively measure interactions between single particles and interfacial boundaries. The AFM has been adapted for use in studying the forces involved in the attachment of single particles to bubbles in the laboratory. This allows the measurement of actual DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Vervey and Overbeek) forces and adhesive contacts to be measured under different conditions [50].

AFM was used to measure the contact angles of individual colloidal spheres (diameter 4.4 µm) and compare it to contact angles obtained on similarly prepared planar surfaces. For this purpose the particles were attached to atomic force microscope cantilevers. Then the force between the particle in aqueous medium and an air bubble was measured versus the distance. From the resulting force curves, it was obtained contact angles and detachment forces of single particles. Contact angles of gold coated silica particles were adjusted between 20° and 100° by self-assembling monolayers from different mixtures of undecanethiols and α-hydroxy undecanethiols from solution. In parallel, contact angles on flat gold surfaces prepared in the same way were determined by the sessile drop method. A systematic difference between contact angles measured with particles and on planar surfaces was observed. Results
are discussed in terms of line tension of the three phase contact line. In addition, detachment forces were measured. Detachment forces were slightly higher than predicted from flotation theory. This might be caused by a pinning of the three phase contact line [51].

The AFM probe technique was used to measure hydrodynamic interaction forces between a solid sphere attached to an AFM cantilever and an air bubble placed on an AFM piezoelectric stage at different approach speeds. Interaction forces before the interfacial water film rupture, as well as, hydrophobicity of the particle can be established. In the case of hydrophobic spheres, strong attraction between the surfaces, leading to the rupture of the intervening water film and the attachment of the particle to the air bubble was observed. In the case of hydrophilic spheres, the rupture of the intervening water film and the attachment of the particle to the air bubble did not take place. Strong repulsive forces due to the hydrodynamic interaction were quantified. Theoretical hydrodynamic force showed agreement with experimental data for larger separation distances. Deviations at shorter distances are related to the deformation of air–water interface due to the particle approach, as well as, intermolecular and surface forces [52].

During recent years, many physicochemical phenomena in the bubble–particle attachment interaction have been investigated using atomic force microscopy (AFM) [53-56]. These research initiatives focused on the role of the interfacial properties, such as wettability of particles and electrical charges on the bubble and particle surfaces, and on the bubble–particle interaction. In particular, the intermolecular forces operating between the bubble and particle surfaces were determined. These studies also highlighted the experimental and theoretical difficulties of measurements and interpretation of the AFM data involving a deformable air–water interface. Despite numerous significant contributions to the theoretical analysis of interaction forces between a solid particle and a deformable interface, as well as, the deformation of this interface during the particle approach [57-58], there is still much we do not know. Nevertheless, significant progress has been made and AFM has been shown as a useful tool for study of particle–bubble interactions [52].

Surface properties like roughness, adsorption layers and surface chemistry strongly affect adhesion forces. Measurements of particle–particle and particle–surface interactions in the gas phase were carried out with an atomic force microscope (AFM). Special emphasis was given to a proper statistical treatment of the data. For modeling of particle adhesion, computer-assisted empirical potential methods were used. Parameters like adsorbed water and surface roughness were considered. Parameters for weak interactions from the Lifshitz theory and gas adsorption data were extracted. Adsorbing molecules can be used as probes to measure dispersive forces [59].

Reliable methods were made to characterize the surface roughness of solid particles for quality control and for finding the correlations with other properties. In this study, fractal analysis was used to describe the surface roughness. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to obtain three-dimensional surface profiles. The variation method was used to calculate fractal dimensions. Fractal dimensions of four granule samples, four powders, and two freeze-dried powders were measured. A computer-program was written to implement the variation method. The implementation was verified using the model surfaces generated by fractional Brownian motion. The fractal dimensions of most particles and granules were between
2.1 and 2.2, and were independent of the scan size measured. The freeze-dried samples, however, showed wide variation in the values of fractal dimension, which were dependent on the scan size. As scan size increased, the fractal dimension also increased up to 2.5. This variation method allowed calculation of reliable fractal dimensions of surface profiles obtained by AFM. The estimates are dependent on the algorithm and the digitized model size (i.e., number of data points of the measured surface profile) used. The fractal dimension is also a function of the observation scale (i.e., the scan size) used in the profile measurement. The multi-fractal features and the scale-dependency of fractal dimension resulted from the artificial processes controlling the surface morphology [60].

To obtain additional information on the surface roughness of the studied samples, AFM scans were performed and root mean square (r.m.s.) roughness was determined at different lateral scales [61-62]. Sizes are defined corresponding to specific physical properties measured on generally irregular particles, while most sizing techniques assume particles are spherical in shape. Direct physical particle sizes can be determined with an atomic force microscope [63].

### 4. RELATIONSHIP OF THE COMMINUTION PROCESS WITH THE PARTICLE SHAPE AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Although many aspects of comminution have been reported, there have been relatively few papers devoted to the effects on particle shape and surface roughness. This area of powder technology has been neglected partly due to the difficulties in measuring the shape and surface roughness of particles and also because there are no universally accepted definitions of shape [45].

A preliminary work [31] carried out on the applicability of fractal geometry in describing the products of comminution events, a nickel sulphide ore was subjected to two comminution events, impact shattering and ball milling. The size distributions of impact sample product were less than 2000 μm (median size = 250 μm). The maximum size of ball milling sample was less than 3500 μm (median size = 80 μm). Fractal analysis was performed on samples of the resulting comminution products. With the impact sample (formed by ballistic disintegration) exhibiting particles having higher boundary fractal dimensions than the milled sample. The fractal dimension of the impact fragments increased with decreasing size, whereas the milled particles displayed a more complex distribution. This type of behavior may be due to abrasion acting on fragmented particles in the ball mill, smoothing off any protrusions. Also, it is possible that small amounts of crushing (compressive failure) may have occurred, from the trapping of small particles between two larger balls. It was observed that fragments produced by tensile fragmentation have a higher fractal dimension than those produced by compressive fragmentation [31].

The data was plotted on Gaussian probability graph paper, as shown in Fig. 4, where the ordinate represents the cumulative percentage of a fractal dimension equal to or less than a stated value. The fact that the fractal information gave straight lines on Gaussian probability paper was evidence that fractal dimensions, in a population of shattered rocks, were probably describable by a Gaussian distribution function. Also, different comminution types occupy different regions on this type of chart, as indicated...
by Fig. 4 and various charts could be constructed for different materials. The
implications are that if one required a definite particle distribution, in fractal terms,
then the mechanism of size reduction could be selected [31]. There is clear evidence to
support the concept that the structural fractal dimension of a particle holds key
information upon its formation dynamics.

Fig. 4: Fractal distribution data illustrated on Gaussian probability graph paper a.
impact sample product ($x_{50} = 250 \, \mu m$) b. ball mill product ($x_{50} = 80 \, \mu m$) [after 31]

Industrial materials, such as limestone, are suitable for flue gas
desulphurization (FGD) owing to their physical properties and chemical contents. At
present, more than 10 M tones of limestone are milled per year in Europe for FGD
purposes. A study [64] was performed to investigate if the type of pulverizer, used to
comminute limestone, influenced its subsequent behavior. The three pulverizers under
study were a laboratory hammer mill, crushing rolls with smooth surfaces and a batch
laboratory ball mill. The failure mechanisms represented by these devices can be
broadly categorized as single and/or double impact (hammer mill) and compression
and shear failure (roll crusher). With the ball mill, size reduction mainly takes place by
the impact of balls on the material, with either prior or subsequent abrasion (attrition)
[64]. The studied sample of limestone consisted of -14.0 mm size. It was pre-screened
at the quarry, from which a (-4.0+1.7) mm size fraction was separated as a feed for the
pulverizing devices. Samples of this fraction were comminuted by hammer milling,
rolls crushing and ball milling as mentioned above. The resultant comminution
products were screened at 38 \, \mu m and the undersize was classified using a Warman
cyclosizer (elutriation technique). Cone five on the cyclosizer of size (-16.2+12.7) \, \mu m
was chosen as the size band for investigation [64].
The populations of the structural boundary fractal dimensions of the three sets of fragments are shown in Fig. 5. From this figure, it can be shown that the particles were Gaussianly distributed and the three distributions were found to be significantly different. This is further evidence to support the concept that the structural boundary fractal dimension of a particle holds key information upon its formation dynamics. On the other hand, simple geometric shape factors, i.e. circularity and aspect ratio did not detect any significant differences in the overall shape of the comminuted fragments. Variation in the limestone utilization was noted for the samples comminuted by the three different techniques, with the hammer-milled sample having the highest value because it has the highest boundary fractal population [34,64].

Fig. 5: Fractal distribution data, for the FGD limestone fragments, illustrated on a Gaussian probability graph paper (size = - 38 μm) [after 64]

Experimental investigations on the comminution of gibbsite in four different types of mills are presented. These included tests of dry grinding in a tumbling ball mill, a shaker bead mill and an air jet mill, as well as, tests of wet grinding in a tumbling ball mill and in a stirred bead mill. A quantitative characterization of the size and the shape of the ground product has been made in order to analyze the effect of the grinding stress on the properties of a complex agglomerate crystal such as gibbsite. The analysis allows us to determine the fragmentation route occurring in the mills. This has led to the identification of two fragmentation paths, involving different phenomena: rupture of joints, chipping and breakage according to the nature of the main stress (attrition or impact) imposed during comminution processes [65].
5. EFFECT OF THE GRINDING TYPE ON THE FLOTATION PROCESS

As well known, flotation differs from most of the separation processes by the fact that the conditions of separation directly depend on surface properties and therefore also on comminution process. The deformation mechanism in comminution has a great influence on the properties of mineral surfaces formed during grinding, because the geometrical heterogeneity of the surface determines the area reacting with flotation reagents. Moreover, the character of the interactions between the reagents and minerals is also dependent on the configuration of the surface [66].

The effect of dry and wet grinding on the flotation of complex sulfide ores from the Merensky Reef in South Africa was investigated. The sample was crushed in a jaw crushe and a rotary cone crusher to 100% passing 4 mm. For comparative purposes, an oxide ore (sand) with a particle size of 3 mm was also investigated [23]. The rod mill was run at a constant speed of 80 rpm. Three samples were ground to approximately 60% passing 75 μm under the conditions of dry milling, as well as, wet milling with a pulp concentrations of 66% and 90% solids. During dry milling, nitrogen was fed to the mill to drive off oxygen before milling started. The grinding results are as follows: Dry milling took 40 min. to result 58.0% of -75 μm. The dry ground sample had a specific surface area of 1.23 m²/g. Wet milling at a pulp concentration of 66% solids took 30 min. to ensure that 57.5% of the sample passed 75 μm, the obtained product had a specific surface of 1.29 m²/g. Wet milling at a pulp concentration of 90% solids took 36 min. to give 58.5% of -75 μm, this gave a specific surface of 1.25 m²/g.

Topographical examination of the ground particle surfaces by scanning electron and atomic force microscopy showed that the dry ground samples had relatively rough particle surfaces with a high concentration of microstructural defects, while the wet ground samples had smoother, cleaner surfaces as shown in Fig. 6. Higher stresses were included in the particles in the denser slurry (90% solids) and as a consequence some defects also appeared on these particle surfaces. When the same new surface formed, dry grinding consumed more energy than wet grinding. This means that the particles in dry grinding conserved more energy, some of which existed in the form of defects. These defects serve as active centers for spreading up particle dissolution and reagent adsorption [23].

As a result, the activated particle surfaces from the dry ground ore accelerated the dissolution of the particles, as well as, the adsorption of reagents onto the particle surfaces. The dry ground samples exhibited more stable, higher loaded froths and faster flotation kinetics, owing to the activated particle surfaces. High intensity conditioning of the dry ground ores prior to flotation could improve flotation by cleaning the particle surfaces through high shear force fields in the pulp. Moreover, by combining dry and wet grinding, the kinetics, as well as, the final grades and recoveries of the sulfides, could be improved as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 [23].

Sand samples were ground under dry and wet milling conditions. Dry milling took 50 min. to ensure that 75% by mass of the sample passed 75 μm. The dry ground sample had a specific surface area of 1.68 m²/g. Wet milling at a pulp concentration of 66% solids took 37 min. to ensure that 75% by mass of the sample passed 75 μm. The wet ground sample had a specific surface of 1.76 m²/g. Dry milling consumed
approximately 25% more energy than wet milling to achieve more or less similar surface areas. Some of the energy adsorbed in the dry milling process was owed to particle deformation, which was stored in the form of surface defects on the particles. In addition, the particle surface was activated in the dry milling process. The wet ground sample had a smooth particle surface and few loose fine particles adsorbed onto the surface, while the dry ground sample had a rough particle surface and many small particles attached onto the surface. Some defects appeared on the particle surface in the dry ground sample, and these surface defects served as the active centers during reagent adsorption. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the dry ground sand showed significantly faster flotation kinetics and a slightly higher flotation yield than the wet ground sand. This demonstrates that dry milling could improve flotation kinetics, owing to the higher energy adsorbed in the particles [23].

![Topographic of the sulphide particle surfaces by SEM: (a) wet grinding with 66% solids (% -75 μm = 58.0, surface area = 1.23 m²/g) (b) wet grinding with 90% solids (% -75 μm = 57.5, surface area = 1.29 m²/g) (c) dry grinding (% -75 μm = 58.5, surface area = 1.25 m²/g) [after 23]](image)

![Variations of sulfur recovery with flotation time [after 23]](image)
In practice, dry milling of sulfide ores is complicated by the tendency of fine sulfides to oxidize in air. This is not the case with oxide ores, but the higher energy consumption has to be weighed against the enhanced flotation kinetics [23].

Fig. 8: Variations of sulfur content with flotation time [after 23]

Fig. 9: Flotation result of sand samples under different milling environments: (a) wet milling with 66% solids (% -75 μm = 75.0, surface area = 1.76 m²/g) (b) dry milling (% -75 μm = 75.0, surface area = 1.68 m²/g) [after 23]
6. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTICLE SHAPE AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS WITH WETTABILITY

Spreading of liquids on rough surfaces was studied experimentally and theoretically. Seven liquids, with viscosities spanning over a few orders of magnitude, were used on glass surfaces of five different values of average roughness, ranging from about 0.07 to about 40 μm [67]. It is shown that the experimental data can be empirically correlated by a power law. In addition, a simple theoretical model was presented, which took into account the capillary flow of liquid into the roughness grooves. A Lucas–Washburn type of analysis for this flow was modified by taking into account the variation in the length of the capillary itself, due to the variation in the location of the edge of the drop that feeds the capillary flow. Results of the theoretical calculations were shown to be in good agreement with the experimental data [67]. The study of spreading on practical rough surfaces is difficult, because the problem of defining roughness is a complex one. Therefore, much work has been done on spreading on surfaces with well-defined grooves or roughness. Nonetheless, some measurements of the kinetics of spreading of liquids on practical rough surfaces were also made. These studies revealed that spreading of the liquid occurs by two modes: on top of the rough surface and inside the capillary grooves, which make up the roughness. The results were discussed in terms of power laws suitable for each of these spreading modes. However, no attempt has been made to develop a model that considers the two spreading modes simultaneously [67].

The process whereby a fluid comes in contact with a solid surface is very common in everyday life. At any interface between two phases (e.g. liquid-solid, liquid-gas, oil-water), the adjacent interfacial multimolecular layers are subjected to an unsymmetric force and consequently the interfacial tension is the net result of these forces [68]. The impact of surface roughness in wetting is beyond dispute. Quantification of the effects, however, is difficult and somewhat controversial. Much effort has been undertaken to study the equilibrium contact angle which can not be measured directly due to the existence of metastable states [69]. For rough surfaces, the meaning of a contact angle as a property is not clear from a force balance conceptual view. At sharp corners, the contact angle can be assumed as a range of values. Wenzel recognized this difficulty and approached the problem in terms of surface energies, rather than forces at an apparent and sometimes ambiguous line of contact. Wetting of a solid occurs only if there is a resulting decrease in free energy. The apparent equilibrium contact angle is then determined by an integrated surface-fluid-fluid interaction and not by conditions existing only at the point of contact [68].

It has been stated that the contact angle is dependent on the surface roughness [70]. The apparent contact angle for rough surfaces could be expressed in terms of that for smooth surfaces [68,70]. The modification of the wettability due to surface roughness can be greatly enhanced in the fractal surface; that is the fractal surface will be supperrepellent (superwettable) to a liquid when the contact angle is greater/less than 90° [70].

In a paper published by Ulusoy and Yekeler [5], experimental studies to determine the shape properties, surface roughness and wettability of quartz mineral (a very common component of many raw materials) were performed for the products of
ball, rod and autogenous mills. Shape properties have been stated in terms of shape descriptors such as elongation, flatness, roundness and relative width by measuring on the projections of particles using scanning electron microscope (SEM). Surface roughness values have been determined on the pelleted surfaces of the ground powders. The wettability characteristics (critical surface tension of wetting) of quartz mineral were determined by microflotation technique using the EMDEE MicroFLOT test tube. Finally, some correlations were found between the shape properties, surface roughness values and wettability. The results have shown that the critical surface tension of wetting values increase with increasing roughness and roundness, i.e. elongated and smooth particles having lower critical surface tension of wetting values indicated more hydrophobicity [5].

A new method for the measurement of apparent contact angles at the global energy minimum on real surfaces has been developed [71]. The method consists of vibrating the surface, taking top-view pictures of the drop, monitoring the drop roundness, and calculating the contact angle from the drop diameter and weight. The use of the new method has been demonstrated for various rough surfaces, all having the same surface chemistry. In order to establish the optimal vibration conditions, the proper ranges for the system parameters (i.e., drop volume, vibration time, frequency of vibration, and amplitude of vibration) were determined. The reliability of the method has been demonstrated by the fact that the ideal contact angles of all surfaces, as calculated from the Wenzel equation using the measured apparent contact angles, came out to be practically identical. This ideal contact angle has been compared with three methods of calculation from values of advancing and receding contact angles [71].

In many systems there exists a contact angle hysteresis between an advancing and receding contact angle, i.e. a different contact angle may be measured depending upon whether the three phase contact (TPC) line is advancing or receding over a particle surface. The reason for this hysteresis is generally ascribed to roughness and heterogeneity of the surface chemistry, although other factors may be of importance, such as polymer coatings, etc. [50].

7. EFFECT OF PARTICLE SHAPE AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON THE FLOTATION EFFECTIVENESS

The particle shape and its surface roughness have significant effects on the flotation behavior. Many researchers have studied these phenomena qualitatively [11-17], but few researchers [9] studied these phenomena quantitatively due to the lack of techniques required to measure them as quantified parameters. Ramesh and Somasundaran [72] decided that the shape of the particle does have a substantial effect on the force required to detach the particles from the gas-liquid interface. They found that homogeneous particles with a single specific geometry would yield a single value for the detachment force, but a mixture of particles (contact angle being the same for all the particles) having a variety of shapes would yield a distribution of detachment forces. Burstein et al. [9] showed that the flotation recoveries of non-spherical particles are higher than that of spherical one. A possible explanation of this result might be attributed to the increase of surface of non-spherical particles which leads to
more adsorption of surfactant and hence increasing flotation recovery. This result was in conflict with the result of Varbanov [10] who concluded that, with regard to practical flotation, no major differences could be inferred between the behaviors of spherical and non-spherical particles.

Schmidt and Berg [14] investigated the role of particle shape on flotation using model spheres and discs. Their results revealed that spheres float better than discs or plate-shaped. Spheres are deflected away from bubble by flow but usually attach if they contact the bubble surface. Discs often colloid with the bubble edge-on and immediately bounce off and seldom attach to the bubble due to the very short contact time. Alternatively, discs turn to the side as they approach the bubble but seldom attach due to the large thin film drainage area. Schmidt and Berg in other publication [15] by using a hydrodynamic model concluded that discs or flat, plate-shaped particles in general behave differently than more spherically shaped particles. Large disc-to-bubble ratios (>0.1) were found always to yield greater collision efficiencies than those for equivalent spherical particles. They found also that large discs always have a much lower probability of attachment than equivalent spheres due to the higher tendency of discs to bounce off the bubble surface after collision. For smaller discs, the differences in attachment efficiency and flotation behavior between discs and spheres decreased and collision efficiency became the predominant step.

Wotruba in his Ph.D. thesis [73] studied the influence of corn shape on the floatability of zirconium and microlith particles in a pneumatic flotation cell using prismatic, spherical and ellipsoidal shapes. The most important conclusions of this thesis are that the corn shape has an essential influence on the floatability of zirconium. Spherical and ellipsoidal particles are less floatable than prismatic particles, independent of whether the spherical particles are rough or not. Reasons for this behavior are that the attachment process with bubble is more difficult for spherical particles as compared to the prismatic particles. The second reason is that the retreatment in the liquid phase causes easier wetting on spherical particles than on prismatic particles with edges. Noteworthy, the strong influence of the shape on the floatability occurs at the range of (-63+40) μm, i.e. in a range where the influence of the turbulence on the stability of the particle/bubble aggregate is not critical.

Few scientists studied the effect of surface roughness on the flotation process [9,16-17]. Burstein et al. [9] concluded that an increase in the particle roughness (determined in fractal terms) causes significant intensification of the process of collapse of lamellae near particle surfaces and reduction of froth stability. Anfruns and Kitchener [16] revealed that the particle roughness ensures easy rupture of the wetting film even when the barrier is strengthened by the addition of low concentrations of surfactant or when the contact angle is reduced from $87^0$ to $30^0$.

Ducker et al. [13] have studied the flotation of glass ballotini and ground ballotini using a double-chained cationic surfactant. They concluded that there are large differences in the flotation properties of these two materials. They interpreted these differences to the difference in surface roughness between glass ballotini and ground ballotini and not to be due to the difference in their shape. Anfruns and Kitchener [16] interpreted the behavior of collision and capture of the angular and smooth particles. They showed that the strongly hydrophobic angular quartz particles were captured by bubbles with 100% efficiency whereas the capture efficiency of a
strongly hydrophobic glass ballotini was very much lower. The 100% capture efficiency of angular particles was attributed to the jagged projections or asperities on the particle surface which are leading to a local thinning and rupture of the wetting film, i.e. the flotation rate was enhanced as comparison to the smooth surface of the glass ballotini. Anfruns and Kitchener [16] also observed, for smooth particles, that although the static contact angle was 30°, they were not captured at all. They concluded, with smooth particles, that the capture rate was more sensitive to the operation of electrical double-layer forces during the thinning of the liquid film.

Ahmed, M.M. [18-21] introduced an approach to study the quantitative effect of the surface roughness and shape of particles on the detachment process of particles from the air-liquid-interface by means of a centrifuge technique and also on their floatability (under ideal conditions) using a modified Hallimond tube. His study was carried out on four different materials (spherical soda-lime-glass ballotini, ground ballotini, glass sand and quartzite) of the same particle size fraction (-315+250) μm. For identification of the surface roughness of the particles, three parameters were used as follows: Textural fractal dimension (Ft), Factor of convexity (FO) and Factor of concavity (CONC). The following parameters were of interest for characterizing the shape of particles: Structural fractal dimension (Fs) and Factor of circularity (FK). The values of studied parameters were obtained by means of the software IMAGE_C of the image processing. The characterization of particle geometry was made as a two dimensional analysis of the digitized particle projection on a slide in the position of the greatest stability. According to Kaye [74], the average structure is described with a sufficient precision at the position of the greatest stability of the particles. From the results, it was found that the four materials investigated were different in surface roughness of particles. On the contrary, the particle shape of ground ballotini and the quartzite are the same in comparison to the other materials investigated.

7.1. Effect of the Surface Roughness of Particles on Their Floatability

Nguyen et al. [75] have made a detailed analysis of the particle/bubble attachment. There are three microprocesses (or elementary steps) for the before-contact stage which may occur for successful particle/bubble attachment:
1. Thinning of the intervening liquid film to a critical thickness where the film rupture begins,
2. Rupture of the intervening liquid film i.e. formation of three-phase contact of a critical wetting radius and,
3. Expansion of the three phase contact line from the critical radius to form a stable wetting perimeter.

Schulze et al. [39] have decided that in the technological flotation process, the three microprocesses mentioned above occur simultaneously. Therefore it is impossible to determine unambiguously from the temporal course and the efficiency of the total process which one of the microprocesses is significant in the course of the process. Consequently this problem must be solved by investigating the individual microprocesses separately.

Figure 10 illustrates the effect of the surface roughness of particles (quantified by the textural fractal dimension) on their flotation recovery at different degrees of hydrophobicity. From this figure, it can be seen that as the textural fractal dimension...
increased, the flotation recovery increased linearly at different degrees of hydrophobicity. Similar relationships between the surface roughness (quantified by the factor of convexity and the factor of concavity) and flotation recovery were also obtained [18,20]. From Fig. 10, it can be seen that the differences in values of flotation recovery between the roughest material (quartzite) and the smoothest one (soda-lime-glass ballotini) ranged from 24% (at contact angle = 71°) to 33.5% (at contact angle = 78°). This means that although the small differences in the values of textural fractal dimension of materials examined, very great significant differences in values of flotation recovery between the smoothest material and the roughest one was obtained. This assures that the effect of the surface roughness on the flotation recovery was significantly effective.

![Graph showing flotation recovery vs. textural fractal dimension](image)

**Fig. 10:** Effect of the surface roughness of particles (quantified by the textural fractal dimension) on the flotation recovery at different degrees of hydrophobicity [after 18]

From the previous results, it can be concluded that the roughness has a significant effect on flotation recovery. This may be attributed to the fact that larger detachment forces required to separate the rough particles from bubble than to separate the smoother one. The larger detachment forces will indicate a strong adhesion force for the bubble/particle aggregates, which could reserve these aggregates to reach the float receiver and hence higher recovery is obtained [18-20].

It was decided that the surface roughness has an important role in the detachment process and then the effectiveness of flotation processes. This relationship was attributed to the larger values of three phase contact perimeter for rough particles more than smooth particles. Accordingly, a longer time, i.e. a larger detachment force is required to separate the particle from the gas-liquid interface for rough materials more than that for smooth materials [18-19]. This interpretation is equivalent to the process of expansion of three phase contact line on the surfaces of hydrophobic particles to attain the dewetting case. In this process, Nguyen et. al. [76] have observed...
experimentally that the time of three phase contact line expansion is a function of the central angle, i.e. the radius of three phase contact line. From this result it was concluded that a particle with a larger three phase contact radius needs a longer time to arrive to the dewetting case. This conclusion was exploited to support the results mentioned above. In the detachment experiments [18-19], a contraction of three phase contact line is occurring. This contraction on the particle surface is leading to attain to the wetting case and hence the particle is submerged into the liquid. This contraction needs a long time and then larger detachment forces (larger three phase contact perimeter) in the case of rough particles.

7.2. Effect of the Particles Shape on Their Floatability

Figure 11 shows the effect of the particle shape (quantified by the structural fractal dimension) on flotation recovery of the materials examined at different degrees of hydrophobicity. From this figure, it can be seen that as the structural fractal dimension increased from 1.020 to 1.043, the flotation recovery slightly increased. Above this value, any increase in the structural fractal dimension causes significant increase in flotation recovery. This behavior is the same at all degrees of hydrophobicity [18,20]. Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of particle shape (quantified by the factor of circularity) on flotation recovery at different degrees of hydrophobicity. From this figure, it can be seen that as the particle shape increased (decreasing of the factor of circularity), the flotation recovery increased up to a certain point above which an excessive increase in the particle shape will result in a decrease in the final flotation recovery. It can also be noticed that the relationship between the particle shape and flotation recovery has the same behavior at all degrees of hydrophobicity [18,20].

Comparison of the results shown in Figures 11 and 12 displayed that there is a clear difference in the behavior of flotation recovery with the particle shape (if this shape was quantified by the structural fractal dimension or the factor of circularity). This means that the particle shape is not as effective as the surface roughness in controlling the flotation recovery. This result may also be ascertained from Fig. 11. In this figure, it can be observed that although the structural fractal dimensions of ground ballotini and quartzite are almost the same (these materials have the same shape), they have different flotation recoveries [18,20]. Figs. 11 and 12 showed also that the flotation recoveries of ground ballotini are higher than that of spherical ballotini at all degrees of hydrophobicity. A possible explanation of this result may be attributed to an increase in the particle surface with the rise of structural fractal dimension of ground ballotini leading to more adsorption of surfactant [9] and hence increasing in the flotation recovery [18-19].
Fig. 11: Effect of the shape of particles (quantified by the structural fractal dimension) on the flotation recovery at different degrees of hydrophobicity [after 18]

Fig. 12: Effect of the shape of particles (quantified by the factor of circularity) on the flotation recovery at different degrees of hydrophobicity [after 18]
8. SUMMARY

1. Particle shape and surface roughness being recognized as important parameters in
   the prediction of the behavior of particles and powders influencing the manner in
   which they break, react, sinter, agglomerate, flow and fluidize.
2. The methods used to assess the particle shape and surface roughness range from
   very simple (commonly used approaches) such as the determination of aspect ratio,
   elongation ratio or circularity to very modern methods such as the use of Fourier
   analysis, delta analysis and fractal geometry.
3. The development of automated microscope techniques linked to computer data-
   processing systems (image analysis techniques) has facilitated the possibility of
   using the methods of specifying the shape or surface roughness of a profile by
   mathematical procedures.
4. Particles resulted from the impact crushing having higher boundary fractal
   dimensions than the rotary milled particles. The fractal dimension of the impact
   fragments increases with decreasing size whereas the milled particles displays a
   more complex distribution.
5. The under-fractal distributions of fragments suggest that for a particular material if a
   specific particle distribution is required, in fractal terms, the mechanism of size
   reduction could be selected.
6. The contact angle is dependent on the surface roughness. At sharp corners, the
   contact angle can be assumed as a range of values of angles. The apparent contact
   angle for rough surfaces could be expressed in terms of that for smooth surfaces.
7. The modification of the wettability due to surface roughness can be greatly enhanced
   in the fractal surface; that is the fractal surface will be superrepellent
   (superwettable) to a liquid when the contact angle is greater/less than 90°.
8. The particle shape does not control clearly the flotation recovery, i.e. the surface
   roughness is responsible for the detachment process of particles, as well as, the
   final flotation recovery values more than its shape.
9. The dry ground samples exhibit more stable, higher loaded froths and faster flotation
   kinetics because the dry ground samples have relatively rough particle surfaces
   while the wet ground samples have smoother and cleaner surfaces.
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77. دراسة تأثير عمليات التكسير و الطحن على شكل و خشونة سطح الحبيبات و علاقتهما بعمليات التعويم بالهواء: بحث مرجعى

الشكل الهندسى للحبيبات له تأثير بغال الأهمية على التفاعلات الطبيعية والكيميائية التي تحدث على سطح الحبيبة خلال العمليات التكنولوجية. من هنا تضمن أهمية التحديد الهندسي الدقيق لشكل الحبيبات باستخدام المتغيرات الكمية (القيم العددية) التي يمكن تحديدها بسهولة في السنوات الأخيرة نتيجة لتطوير تكنولوجيا تحليل الصورة بالكمبيوتر. حيث أنه يمكننا بإستخدام هذه المتغيرات الكمية التمييز بسهولة بين المواد التي تختلف في الشكل و خشونة السطح و الناتجة عن عمليات تكسير و طحن مختلفة و كذلك ربط هذا الاختلاف بالعمليات التكنولوجية.

السمات الرئيسية المستخدمة لتمييز الحبيبات هي حجم الحبيبة، شكلها و خشونة سطحها. و يعتبر الشكل و خشونة السطح من المتغيرات المهمة التي يمكن استخدامها في التنبؤ بسلوك الحبيبات منفردة أو مجمعة.

هذه المتغيرات مهمة بصورة كبيرة للصناعات التي تتداخل مع المواد المختلفة عندما تكون بأحجام صغيرة. أمثلة لذلك صناعات الأدوية، الكيمياء، الأصباغ، السيراميك، و صناعات التعدين.
لذا فإن البحث يشدد الطرق المختلفة المستخدمة لتحديد شكل و خشونة سطح الحبيبة و ربط هذه المتغيرات بتقييم و سلوك بعض عمليات معالجة الخامات و بصورة خاصة عمليات النكسي و الطحن و كذلك عمليات التعويم بالهواء.

خشونة سطح الحبيبة تؤثر بصورة كبيرة على العمليات الأساسية التي تؤدي إلى الاتصال الحبيبة بالفقاعة مثل عمليات التصادم، الاتصال، و الإنفصال. زاوية الاتصال ترتبط بخشونة سطح الحبيبة حيث وجد أن قابلية التبلل تتغذى بصورة كبيرة على السطح المتكرر. ولقد وجد أن السطح المتكرر يصبح كاره للماء عندما تكون زاوية الاتصال أكبر من 90° و يكون ميلل تماما بالماء عندما تكون زاوية الاتصال أقل من 90°.

عملية الطحن الجاف ينتج عنها أسطح خشنة نسبيا مع تواجد واضح لعيوب البنية الدقيقة بينما عملية الطحن الرطب ينتج عنها أسطح أثقل أنعم و أنظف.

و لقد وجد أن العينات التي تم الحصول عليها بالطحن الجاف ينتج عنها معدلات تعويم أسرع و أكبر عن مثيلاتها التي تم الحصول عليها بالطحن الرطب.

من أهم نتائج البحث أيضا أن شكل الحبيبة لا يؤثر على عملية التعويم بصورة واضحة وأن خشونة سطح الحبيبة تبدو هي الأكثر تأثيرا على عملية انفصل الحبيبات عن السطح الفاصل بين السائل و الفقاعة وكذلك على عائد عملية التعويم.